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Drinks retailer The Pip Stop searches for second store after toasting success

A beer and wine retailer with a difference is set to expand into a second shop a year after first opening in a
converted 1950s garage. 

The Pip Stop opened last year in County Durham as the latest venture from the Lanchester group of companies –
an unusual off licence based in a former Morgan sports car dealership near Lanchester. 

The one-time Macdonald Racing Morgan car workshop, which sells hundreds of varieties of wines and beers, has
marked a successful first year of trading, prompting a search for a second site. 

Owner Ben Cleary, who maintained a vintage car theme through the name and real Mini Coopers embedded in the
walls – is motoring ahead with plans to open in either Newcastle or Durham, offering a range of customer
experiences such as tasting rooms, interactive cellars and events. 

He said: "In the first year our plan was to try as much as possible and see what worked and what didn't. There were
certainly some surprises, for a start we never expected our beer sales to be so high but craft ales and beers have
really taken off recently and while the majority of our online sales were for wine to start with, now around 70% are
for beer." 

While the majority of The Pip Stop's sales are currently made through its Maiden Law shop, the plan for the next
year is to increase the business' online presence in order to reach new customers across the UK. 

He also plans to increase the variety of events offered by The Pip Stop, such as wine tastings and pop-up bars, and
to tap into food and drink trends such as the current popularity of vegan wine and beers. 

He said: "There is no getting away from the fact that we are based in a very rural area and our location is definitely
one of the things that makes us so unique. However, there is a limit on how much business the shop can bring in so
our plan now is to really focus on our online offering. 

"Currently around 20% of our sales come through the website and our plan is to increase this to around 35% in the
next year. One of the ways we hope to achieve this is by setting up an online wine club." 

"We will be looking at expanding our bar service and running pop-up bars at festivals and events. We also took part
in a number of vegan food festivals last year which are perfect for us as we stock a large number of vegan-friendly
wines and beers, so this is something we hope to continue." 

The Pip Stop has recently been shortlisted in the Regional Merchant of the Year category of the International Wine
Challenge 2016 Merchant Awards.
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